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A NE WSLETTER FO R DO NORS AN D FRI EN DS O F ST. JO HN P ROV I DEN C E
Newborns and families benefit
from enhanced care setting
Cutting-edge EP Lab on horizon
for heart patients
Therapy dogs inspire
corporate commitment
You love your SJP doctors!

Babies and moms gain enhanced care environment from $1 million gift
Families cared for in the Birthing
Center and Neonatal Intensive Care
Unit (NICU) at St. John Hospital &
Medical Center (SJHMC) are benefiting
from a $1 million gift from the Tersigni
Family Foundation.
One quarter of the gift was designated
for the newly expanded and renovated
NICU to purchase technology and
equipment, including infant radiant
warmers, ventilators, cribs, milk warmers
and infant scales. The remaining

$750,000 will enhance the Birthing
Center; funds will help modernize
the family waiting area and provide
furnishings including recliners, rockers,
folding chairs and tables.
Anthony Tersigni, EdD, FACHE, is the
President and CEO of Ascension, of
which St. John Providence is a member.
He was President and CEO of St. John
Health from 1995 to 2000. He and his
wife, Flora, moved to St. Louis when
Dr. Tersigni took a leadership role with

Birthing Center undergoing major renovation
Each year, more than 3,000 babies are born in SJHMC’s Birthing Center,
which has grown, thrived and earned an excellent reputation for its quality
of care. To satisfy patient expectations and remain competitive, the Birthing
Center is undergoing a major renovation. The project includes nearly doubling
the space of the existing family waiting lounge and revitalizing the following
areas: 31 private birthing suites, obstetrical emergency department, public
corridors, staff support areas and new furnishings.
With a $1 million capital investment from St. John Providence and $750,000
from the Tersigni Family Foundation, the hospital is well on its way to
achieving a modernized Birthing Center. To learn how you can help, please
call Sherry Augustine at 313-343-7481.

Ascension, but they maintain a residence in the Detroit area and continue
to be devoted to SJHMC. The couple’s
children — MariaTeresa, John and
Andrea — were born in Grosse Pointe
and raised in the Detroit area. John,
President of the family foundation, and
Andrea still live in metro Detroit.
Andrea and her husband welcomed
both of their children at SJHMC, and
John and his wife delivered their first
child at the hospital earlier this year.
“St. John Hospital & Medical Center
has provided excellent healthcare to
our immediate family and many
members of our extended family,”
John said. “We spent a great deal of
time within these walls while our
father served as President and CEO
of St. John Health.” That close
connection led the family to support
the NICU and Birthing Center, he said.
In recognition of their gift, the family
waiting areas in the NICU and Birthing
Center are named for the Tersigni
family, who presented the $1 million
check late last fall.

Above: Jean Meyer, President and CEO, St. John Providence; MariaTeresa Tersigni-Tarrant, John Tersigni, Andrea (Tersigni) Taravella and
Bob Hoban, President, SJHMC, in the NICU’s newly named Tersigni Family Lounge.
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New EP Lab provides top care for abnormal heart rhythms
Patients coming to St. John Hospital & Medical Center
(SJHMC) for services in the Electrophysiology (EP) Lab
will have the benefit of a new facility and cutting-edge
technology for their procedures, thanks to an exceptional
gift from Gretchen Valade.
Gretchen’s donation will support technology and construction
needs for the critical area of cardiac electrophysiology, which
is the science of mapping, diagnosing and treating abnormal
electrical activities of the heart. An abnormal heart rhythm,
or arrhythmia, is any change from the normal sequences of
the heart’s electrical impulses. When the heart doesn’t beat
properly, it cannot pump blood effectively, which can lead to
damage in the lungs, brain and all other organs.

•

enhanced education for cardiology fellows and
trainees

•

increased participation in clinical trials

Gretchen is one of St. John Providence’s most generous and
loyal donors who has made several transformational gifts
to SJHMC over the years. She donated funds to establish
the Cardiovascular Hybrid Operating Room, create an
endowment for the Structural and Endovascular Heart
Program, support an Advanced Imaging Program for
Orthopedics, add a Gym, Education Center and Day Spa
for physical rehabilitation patients, and much more.

State-of-the-art technologies, including the acquisition
of new cardiac MRI and Artic Front Cardiac CryoAblation
equipment, have helped SJHMC stay ahead of local competition for EP procedures. Yet further equipment was
needed to continue to provide the best possible care to
patients. Gretchen’s gift is allowing for the purchase of
advanced fluoroscopic technology and mapping upgrades,
as well as reconstruction of the EP area to accommodate
the new system.
Benefits of the new EP technology include:
•

the ability to perform state-of-the-art procedures
with better outcomes

•

faster and safer ablation of atrial fibrillation, the most
common sustained heart rhythm disorder, which
increases the risk for heart disease and stroke

•

greater safety for patients and doctors by significantly
reducing radiation exposure

Sohail Hassan, MD, Chief of Electrophysiology, SJHMC; Gretchen
Valade, and Thomas LaLonde, MD, Chief of Cardiology and Cardiovascular Services, SJHMC, and St. John Providence East Region,
celebrate the EP Lab gift.

Ways you can help
You make a difference to St. John Providence in many ways with your donations. Gifts of any size help us
provide the best care to our patients.
We are continually enhancing services in our Centers of Excellence:
•

Heart and Vascular

•

Weight Loss

•

Cancer Care

•

Orthopedics

•

Neuroscience

•

Minimally Invasive Surgery

For information on how you can support these areas or to talk with us about an area of special meaning to you,
please call 313-343-7480.
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Personal experience leads couple to help those with hearing loss
Jim and Patti Anderson have made a
substantial gift to The Holley Institute
endowment because of their experience
with a family member’s hearing loss
and their admiration for the difference
Holley makes to those affected by
hearing impairments and their families.
Jim announced the gift at Holley’s
annual St. Nicholas Dinner Party and
Auction, which the Andersons co-chaired
in December. He told guests his father
had been a finished woodworker who
had used electrical tools without ear
protection for many years. His mother
became increasingly frustrated communicating with his father the last
20 years of his life due to his hearing
loss. Jim’s father was in his 90s when
he died, and while he used hearing aids,
they can be difficult to manage for an
elderly person.

“More than making a good living, we
judge ourselves and others by how we
help others,” Jim said. “We want to
help Holley assist as many families as
possible.”
He praised The Holley Institute for
making a difference by bringing
awareness to the importance of ear
protection, providing early hearing
screenings to prevent and detect
hearing loss, and aiding those who
experience hearing loss with many
services and programs. He also mentioned how new technology and
research are important for future
advancements in audiology services.
The Andersons’ gift will help fund
programs at The Holley Institute’s
Center for Communication Excellence
at St. John Hospital & Medical Center

Jim and Patti Anderson are pictured with
Mark and Patty Weber at The Holley
Institute’s St. Nicholas Dinner Party and
Auction, which the couples co-chaired.

and the Family Village in Brooklyn, MI,
for future generations.
To learn how you can support
The Holley Institute, call the SJP
Foundations at 313-343-7480.

Deaf youth learn leadership skills with grant support
As a young man, William
Austin, founder of the
Starkey Hearing Foundation,
realized his calling in life was
helping people hear. He built
his organization on the

mission “So the World May
Hear” to help bring about
understanding between
people through caring and
sharing. Over the last three
decades, Starkey Hearing

Foundation has provided
more than 1.8 million hearing
aids and care and support to
people in need.
The Holley Institute, a
subsidiary of St. John
Providence, provides a
multitude of programs for
the deaf, deaf/blind and
those with hearing loss so
they can reach their full
potential. It was a natural
fit for the Starkey Hearing
Foundation when it gave a
$10,000 grant to support
Deaf Youth Leadership
Week at the Holley Family
Village. This annual program
provides participants with
ethical guidance, team-

building, leadership and
communication skills to
help them realize their
potential and become
future deaf leaders.
Participants practice
communication and
critical thinking in role-play
situations, step out of their
comfort zone and practice
their leadership style with
other teens. The week
focuses on teamwork,
challenges by guest speakers
and self-discovery projects.
In addition, the teens can
participate in recreational
activities like canoeing,
archery, horseback riding,
swimming and games.

Teens Paul Kozak (standing center in suit), Autumn Stephens and
Margaret Peters (both in 2nd row), and Erin James (front, left)
participated in a Career Exploration Program during Holley’s annual
Deaf Youth Leadership Week. They are pictured with community
members who spoke about their professions.
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Gift in thanks for mother’s care helps others with pulmonary issues
Patients cared for in the Pulmonary
and Critical Care Department at
St. John Hospital & Medical Center
will benefit from new respiratory
equipment purchased with a donation made by a grateful family.
Gregory and Phyllis DeMars contributed
$100,000 in appreciation of Kevin
Grady, MD, Section Chief of Pulmonary
and Critical Care Medicine, for the
great care he provided to Greg’s
mother Bettie DeMars. The donation
helped purchase several V60 Bipap
machines for the Pulmonary and
Critical Care Department. A Bipap
machine is a non-invasive ventilation
system with a mask used for pediatric
and adult patients for pulmonary
conditions such as sleep apnea, respiratory distress, asthma and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).
Bettie suffered from COPD, a condition
that makes it hard to breathe and
worsens over time. It was important to
her during treatment that she main-

Phyllis and Greg DeMars in the newly named Bettie J. DeMars Family Waiting Area.

tained the best quality of life possible,
and she didn’t want to be intubated.
Equipment like that purchased with
the DeMars’ gift helps provide patients
like Bettie with the best quality of life
medically possible in their condition.

Intensive Care Unit and Pediatric
Intensive Care Unit was named for Bettie.
A blessing and celebration was held on
March 4 to recognize the DeMars
family for their generosity. Several
family members attended the event.

In recognition of the DeMars’ donation,
the Family Waiting Area for the Medical

Thank you to Respiratory Foundation of Southeast Michigan!
When it comes to providing funds for respiratory care, St. John Providence (SJP) has no greater supporter
than the Respiratory Foundation of Southeast Michigan. This generous foundation has supported a variety
of respiratory and pulmonary programs at SJP since 1983 and, to date, has granted over $6.2 million for the
purchase of state-of-the-art ventilators, intubation systems, inhalation therapy equipment and more.
The Respiratory Foundation has been an invaluable asset providing funds for equipment used throughout
the SJP hospitals including, but not limited to, respiratory therapy, neonatal medicine, intensive care units
and the laboratory. As one of the health system’s most generous and loyal donors, the Respiratory Foundation
of Southeast Michigan continues to make a difference in patients’ lives, aiding in the research, diagnosis,
treatment and cure of life-threatening diseases and offering ongoing assistance and rehabilitation.
On behalf of our patients and hospitals, thank you!
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Wilson Acute Care of the Elderly Unit opens to provide specialized care
The new Ralph C. Wilson Jr. Acute Care
of the Elderly (ACE) Unit opened in late
January on 4-East at St. John Hospital
& Medical Center (SJHMC), bringing
special technology, treatment and
features for patients age 65 and older.
This 24-bed medical-surgical unit for
seniors was made possible when the
Ralph C. Wilson Jr. Foundation donated
two $1 million gifts last year to expand
and renovate the ACE Unit and establish
an outpatient Senior Assessment for
Independent Living Center at the
St. John Medical Center - Ralph C.
Wilson Jr. Campus in Grosse Pointe.
“This exceptional generosity from the
Ralph C. Wilson Jr. Foundation has
enabled us to take the ACE Unit from
good to great,” said Bob Hoban,
SJHMC President.

The enhanced and newly configured
ACE Unit offers the highest quality of
care, state-of-the-art technology and
most up-to-date treatment methodology within a comfortable, noninstitutional, geriatric-focused healing
atmosphere. A solarium day room
encourages socialization and mobility;
this bright, sunny area features activities
including games, movies and music to
reduce isolation and depression and
keep patients active. The model of care
and the physical characteristics of the
entire unit are unique to ACE, setting it
apart from other inpatient units with
the goal of returning patients to their
pre-hospitalization environment.
A pilot program featuring a wireless
in-room monitoring system, called
Telesitter, went live on the Wilson ACE

Unit in March. The technology features
mobile units equipped with video
cameras and 2-way audio that is
placed in patients’ rooms who require
additional observation. By using visual
monitoring, a trained clinical staff
member or patient safety attendant is
able to see if a patient needs help, speak
to the patient and summon assistance.
The system is especially helpful for
patients at risk for falls. The ACE Unit
currently has 12 TeleSitter units.
Representatives from the Ralph C.
Wilson Jr. Foundation cut the ribbon
and got the first look at the ACE Unit
before it opened for patients. Thank
you to this foundation for its outstanding support in memory of Mr. Wilson.

Cutting the ribbon on the renovated ACE Unit are: Scott Smith, Chief Development Officer, St John Health Foundation; Donald Rozzell, MD,
Mr. Wilson’s physician; Louis Saravolatz, SJHMC Chief of Medicine; Sue Mooney-Smith, SJHMC Med-Surg Nursing Director; Bob Hoban,
SJHMC President; David Eigner, President and CEO, Ralph C. Wilson Jr. Foundation; Jeffrey C. Littman, Chairman and Trustee, Ralph C. Wilson
Jr. Foundation; and Sandy Budzynski, Project Manager, Nursing.
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Pet Supplies Plus befriends Pet Therapy program
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It is often said that dog is man’s best friend. At St. John
Providence (SJP), nine of these four-legged friends bring
smiles and comfort as they visit patients, visitors and
associates at our hospitals through the Pet Therapy program.
This program has its own great friend in Pet Supplies Plus,
Inc., which generously donates thousands of dollars’ worth
of gift cards to SJP to purchase food, supplies and grooming
services for the dogs. Headquartered in Livonia, Pet Supplies
Plus (PSP) has provided these gifts from a corporate level for
four years in a row.
PSP believes in the program so much that members of its
staff shadow the dogs to see firsthand the value they bring.
Typically, two associates from the corporate office come
monthly and spend time at Providence-Providence Park
Hospital witnessing behind-the-scenes program organization and following a therapy dog and its handler during a
routine shift. They get to see the reactions of patients,
visitors and associates as they encounter the friendly dog
and hear the stories people share when they engage in a visit.
As a result, Pet Supplies Plus associates have become
committed to advocating on behalf of the Pet Therapy
program and the positive benefits it brings. April Moore,
Merchandising and Marketing Coordinator for PSP, even
spearheaded her own fundraising campaign. She had
t-shirts created that say “Keep Calm & Bark On” with the
PSP and SJP logos. PSP sold the t-shirts at its corporate
office and donated proceeds totaling over $1,000 to the
Pet Therapy program.
The Pet Therapy program is fully supported by philanthropy
and volunteers. The dogs are owned by the hospitals,
volunteer handlers take them on visits and families host the

Announcement

DOC brightens up a patient’s day as April Moore (back left) from
Pet Supplies Plus and Kathy Brenner, RN, retired SJP associate and
current dog handler, look on.

dogs at their homes. Besides Pet Supplies Plus, gifts come
from many others, including SJP associates, businesses and
veterinarians who provide complimentary services.
To support the Pet Therapy program, please call
Jim Dauer at 248-465-5006 or donate online at:
www.stjohnprovidence.org/foundation/donateonline.

Peter T. Cracchiolo has been appointed Interim President of St. John Providence (SJP)
Foundations by Jean Meyer, President and CEO, SJP. Susan Burns recently left to return
to Wayne State University as Vice President for Development and Alumni Affairs and
President of Wayne State University Foundation.
Peter and his family have been generous supporters of SJP, particularly St. John Hospital
& Medical Center, for many years. The Cracchiolo Inpatient Rehabilitation Unit at the
hospital was named for the family in memory of Peter’s mother, Connie, after a generous
gift from the family foundation.

Peter T. Cracchiolo
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Peter is a successful businessman who serves as a consultant for Masco Corp. He has been
involved in many professional, community and charitable organizations in the metro Detroit
area, including serving as a board member for SJP and the St. John Health Foundation.
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Lasting Legacy
Spouses dedicate careers and generous gift to St. John Providence
students and resident physicians, we can make a difference
in many aspects of healthcare including family medicine
and cardiology.”
The couple established a Charitable Remainder Unitrust,
which pays interest income to Dr. Bollin and Barbara
throughout their lifetimes. Following their deaths, the
remaining assets will pass to their selected beneficiary
organizations including SJHMC.

Barbara and Dr. Ken Bollin

While their longtime healthcare careers with St. John
Providence (SJP) already show their loyalty, Kenneth Bollin, MD,
and his wife Barbara have made a generous planned gift to
St. John Hospital & Medical Center (SJHMC) which
demonstrates their commitment even more.
Dr. Bollin, whose office is in St. Clair Shores, began his career
as a family medicine physician in 1979. He was on staff at
St. John River District Hospital before heading to St. John
Hospital & Medical Center, where he served as Chief of
Family Medicine for 26 years. Barbara is a registered nurse
who has been with SJP since 1980, working the last 20 years
in interventional cardiology at SJHMC.
“We have both worked for the health system for most of
our careers and are fortunate to have rewarding, broadspectrum careers with good incomes, the camaraderie of
staff, and are lucky to be a part of an organization that cares
about the community,” said Dr. Bollin. “The fact that we
want to give back philanthropically to the place we work
says something about the organization’s values. It is a large
system but care continues to be delivered locally.”
Dr. Bollin said that being Chief of Family Medicine and a SJP
leader gave him a platform to get involved and have a voice
in many areas. He served on the executive committee,
chaired the Physician Hospital Organization (which evolved
into St. John Providence Partners in Care) and helped
facilitate the rollout of the electronic medical record.
The Bollins are supporting the Graduate Medical Education
program with their gift. “In family medicine, you see a little
bit of all kinds of health issues. But funds don’t typically get
earmarked for general medicine; donations are usually
directed to programs with a specific focus like cancer,”
Dr. Bollin said. “By giving our gift to help teach medical
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“Many people aren’t secure in giving a large gift while they’re
alive because they aren’t sure what their circumstances will
be in retirement,” Dr. Bollin said. “Through this method, you
don’t feel like you’re sacrificing your future. You receive
income and gratitude for your gift while you’re alive. You
and the organization both benefit.”
Over the years, the Bollins’ philanthropy has dovetailed their
involvement in organizations reflective of their values,
including environmental concerns, education, family and
healthcare. Besides their recent gift to SJP, Dr. Bollin and
Barbara have supported the SJHMC expansion campaign
and the purchase of a CT scanner at River District Hospital.
The Bollins are winding down their careers. Dr. Bollin cut
back to working half time and stepped down as Chief of
Family Medicine two years ago. Barbara is retiring this
summer. The couple would like more time to visit their son
Sean and his wife Hayley in Washington and their daughter
Kristina and her husband Kurt in California.
To learn more about planned giving methods that can
benefit both SJP and you, call 313-343-7480.

Save on taxes by making a gift
through your IRA
The Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes Act of 2015
allows you to make tax-exempt transfers directly from
your IRA accounts to St. John Providence Foundations.
To qualify, you must be age 70½ at the time of
contribution, and the maximum amount you may
transfer in one year is $100,000. To find out how an
IRA gift can be integrated within your charitable
planning, call 313-343-7480.
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Providence Park League celebrates commitment to hospital

Spring 2016

Providence Park League (PPL), the volunteer organization at the Providence-Providence Park Hospital (PPPH), Novi
Campus, recently celebrated its accomplishments in volunteer service and philanthropy, installed new officers and
recognized special volunteers at the Annual Meeting and Volunteer Recognition Luncheon.

Accomplishments of the past year
•

505 community members generously donated their time on a weekly basis,
contributing a total of 44,837 hours of service to support the patients,
services and associates of PPPH, Novi.

•

PPL raised nearly $18,000 from vendor sales, a fashion show, casino trip and
other fundraising events.

•

PPL transformed the Gift Shop and enhanced sales significantly.

•

The group donated $94,000 to St. John Providence (SJP):
- $90,000 toward its pledge of $1.5 million for PPPH, Novi
- $3,000 dual sponsorship for the Providence Health Foundation Friends’
Ball and Golf Outing
- $1,000 sponsorship for the “Climb to Beat Breast Cancer”

•

PPL also provided awards and scholarships totaling $6,000 for teen
volunteers.

At the event, Dolores Gateman, volunteer in OR recovery; Irene Petroski,
volunteer in the Lab; and Mick and Lucille Havala, volunteer greeters at the
Medical Office Building, were honored as Distinguished Service Award
recipients for their commitment to the SJP Values. They have a combined
total of over 83 years of volunteer service!

Pat Poirier, PPL President (2nd from left),
and Lou Grieshaber, PPL Treasurer (4th from
left), present a check as payment toward
PPL’s $1.5 million pledge and for event
sponsorships to Peter Karadjoff, President,
PPPH, Novi, and Patrick Schulte, Chief
Development Officer, Providence Health
Foundation.

In addition, new PPL board members were installed: Doug Drobnis, President; Lou Grieshaber, Treasurer; Linda Swan,
Secretary; and Patricia Poirier, Counselor.
“It’s been a fantastic year of growth and success,” said Pat Poirier, outgoing PPL President. “We’re looking forward to the year
ahead as we continue to partner with the hospital to provide premier service and support to our neighbors in the community.”

One of nation’s best hospitals!
Providence-Providence Park Hospital (PPPH) is ranked among the nation’s Top 15 Major Teaching
Hospitals and Top 100 Hospitals by Truven Health Analytics, a leading source of healthcare information
and research, for the eighth time in nine years. Top performing hospitals improve outcomes while reducing
expense per patient.
In addition, PPPH was named as one of the nation’s 50 Best Hospitals for the third time by Healthgrades,
the leading online resource for comprehensive information about physicians and hospitals. This ranking
means PPPH has been in the top 1% for providing clinical excellence consistently for at least six
consecutive years.
Thank you to our donors! Your ongoing support helps us provide the highest quality care.
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New Medical Library, Resource Center and Simulation Center coming soon
Construction is in progress for the new
Helen L. DeRoy Medical Library and
Qazi Patient and Family Resource
Center, making way for the new
Simulation and Education Center at
Providence-Providence Park Hospital,
Southfield.
The largely donor-funded Medical
Library and Simulation and Education
Center will both be completed this
year. The Medical Library will open
in the summer, followed by the new
Simulation and Education Center in
the fall.
The expanded Simulation and Education
Center will have a procedural skills lab,
a mock operating room, team training
rooms that can be used as a simulated
delivery room or emergency exam room,
a classroom with videoconferencing
capability, and a room for virtual reality

simulators. This state-of-the-art
facility will help the medical staff to
continually improve patient safety,
quality of care and clinical outcomes.
The renovated Helen L. DeRoy Medical
Library and new Qazi Patient and
Family Resource Center will be relocated
to a more visible, accessible space on
the first floor of the hospital. The
Library will include computer workstations, free Wi-Fi and expanded
electronic resources. The Resource
Center will help patients and their
families identify and access healthcare
resources to aid them in managing
their health and assist the hospital in
enhancing the health of the community.
The launch of the Simulation and
Education Center, Medical Library and
Patient and Family Resource Center
was celebrated at a donor reception

sponsored by Reem Alsabti, MD, her
husband Aleem, and Roy Oraha of
Farmington Hills Manor last October.
Ernesto Drelichman, MD, and Michael
Wiemann, MD, FACP, President, PPPH,
Southfield, spoke about the importance
of simulation training in today’s medical
education programs. Robert Kornas, MD,
Internal Medicine Chief Resident, and
Peter Lopez, MD, Trauma Director led a
medical team in a mock code blue to
illustrate the use of simulation equipment for team training purposes.
More than $3.4 million in philanthropic
support has been raised for construction
of this project. Thank you to the many
generous donors who made this
possible. Funds continue to be raised
for simulation equipment. For more
information, please call Mia Axon at
248-465-5008.

Dr. Samira Ahsan (3rd from left), Internal Medicine, teaches medical students Richa Khatri, Kyle Bronsteen, Jacob Edens, Vera Pochtarev and
Joseph Nguyen a procedure on a “Sim Man.” The new Simulation and Education Center will provide an optimal educational environment and
state of-the-art technology.
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Physicians honored by their patients

March 30 is a special day set aside annually to honor doctors who dedicate their lives to the health and well-being of others.
For Doctor’s Day 2016, 193 St. John Providence (SJP) physicians were recognized by their patients and family members, and
$11,366 was donated to SJP hospitals and programs in their honor.
Here are a few of the heartfelt tributes:

In honor of Dr. Olga Mondrusova: Your

compassion and empathy set you apart from other
physicians. I appreciate the time you spend with me to
ensure I understand my plan of care. Also, finding a
physician I can fully trust is a testament to the person
and physician you are—you are the definition of
patient-centered care. Thank you.

In honor of Dr. Lingareddy Devireddy: Thank
you for being our doctor and friend for 21 years! Happy
Doctor’s Day!

In honor of Dr. H. Lee Bacheldor: Thank you so

much for always being there for us. Please take good
care of yourself.

In honor of Drs. Konstantinos Kapordelis,
Robert Morris, Grazyna Zajdel and Henry
Bone: Our physicians…have all been thoughtful,

thorough, caring and dedicated. We are thankful to
have such physicians who are excellent clinicians with
the needs of their patients in mind. They are fabulous
clinicians and people!

In honor of Dr. Edward Pazuchowski: You’re

In honor of Dr. Saroja S. Jayakar: You are very
special to our family! Our appointments with you are
appreciated. We always say, “You can’t ever retire!”
You are very special; we love you.
In honor of Dr. Shukri David: He is a physician

with a heart of gold. Through tireless dedication and
selfless responsiveness, he always treats his patients with
compassion and comfort. I have been under Dr. David’s
care for several years. Each visit is an enriching
experience. He empathizes with my feelings of sadness
and is motivated by my joy…he exhibits the sincerest
commitment to our health and well-being and
exemplifies the highest ethics. All of us are very happy
and grateful to know such a wonderful, personable and
professional doctor.

In honor of Dr. Jeffrey Zaks: We want to thank
you for your extraordinary care. We appreciate you
taking the time to answer every question during every
visit (office or hospital), your prompt notification of test
results, interpretation of those results and next steps,
and superb follow-up care. You ARE the best! With our
sincere appreciation and warmest thanks.

the best! You are smart, caring, personable, sometimes
even funny—and always helpful. I trust what you tell
me completely. I wish I was a better patient—oh, those
extra pounds.

Our physicians provide extraordinary care, using the newest
technologies, in a holistic environment – caring for each patient
in body, mind and spirit. At SJP, we are grateful to each one of our
dedicated, talented physicians. For more information about
honoring your physician, please contact Heidi Crisman at
248-465-4511 or heidi.crisman@stjohn.org.

A red carnation is commonly used as the symbolic flower for National
Doctor’s Day. The first observance in 1933 included mailing greeting
cards and placing flowers on graves of deceased doctors.
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Breath of Life Foundation supports research on asbestos-related diseases
Thank you to the Breath of Life Foundation,
which has contributed a total of $180,000 to
Providence-Providence Park Hospital (PPPH)
over the past three years to be used to advance
research and programs associated with
asbestos-related diseases.
The foundation presented its annual $60,000
donation to representatives of PPPH and
St. John Providence to help allow Dr. Michael
Harbut and other staff to continue their
important work. Dr. Harbut is an internationally
recognized expert in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases of the environment and
workplace and is an asbestos researcher and
medical advisor for the Breath of Life Foundation.
The foundation was established through a
cooperative effort of the insulation workers
union and the insulating industry and is
primarily focused on seeking a cure for
mesothelioma and asbestos-related diseases.

Dr. Michael Wiemann, President, PPPH, Southfield; Susan Burns, President,
SJP Foundations (at time of check presentation); and Dr. David Svinarich, Vice
President, Research, SJP, accept the donation from Breath of Life Foundation
Trustees Greg Revard, Skip Grigonis, John Tesija, Dan Somenauer, Jim Gribbins,
Chris Scott and Steve Keller.

Community group supports breast care program for those in need
The Daughters of Penelope, Thamyris Chapter 272, donated $7,500 in support of the St. John Providence
“Because We Care” Breast Program, which provides important screenings for the underserved and financial
assistance to breast cancer patients in need. Proceeds were from the group’s 2015 Festival of Tables event.
To date, the philanthropic women’s group has donated more than $80,000 to support SJP Breast Oncology
Programs as part of its mission to serve the community.

Cheryl Wesen, MD, Director of the SJP Breast Care Program (front row, center), accepts the generous donation from Daughters
of Penelope members.
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Cardiovascular Intensive Care Unit enhanced for patients
Patients who stay on the Cardiovascular Intensive Care Unit
(CVICU) at Providence-Providence Park Hospital, Southfield,
will benefit from some essential facility upgrades, which were
completed at the end of last year. Half of the funding for the
$359,000 project came from generous philanthropic gifts.
The 15-bed unit now has flat screen televisions, new
cabinetry, counter tops, sinks, hardware, vinyl flooring
and upgrades to the plumbing, mechanical and electrical
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systems. All the rooms also now coordinate with the central
core of the CVICU. These enhancements bring the unit’s
environment in line with the excellent medical care patients
receive.
Members of the hospital staff, leadership, physicians and
Providence Health Foundation recently celebrated the
accomplishment along with generous donors.

From left: Dr. Michael Wiemann,
President, PPPH, Southfield; Dr. Michael
Lee, Cardiovascular Surgeon; Dr. Delano
Small, Section Chief Cardiology;
Sr. Xavier Ballance, Special Advisor
to the President; Dr. Shukri David,
Physician Chair of SJP Cardiovascular
Center of Excellence; Beth Hill, Director
of Cardiology Service Line; Lynn Chiesa,
Director, Medical/Surgical Nursing;
Jennifer Shamoun, Interim Nurse
Manager, CVICU; Helen Ross; Denise
McLean, Interim Chief Nursing Officer,
West Region; and Alan Ross. The Rosses
generously supported the CVICU
enhancements.

New Oncology Psychologist Program kicks off
Patients who receive cancer care at the Van
Elslander Cancer Center and St. John Hospital
& Medical Center, and their families, now have
access to an oncology psychologist to help
them cope with the stress, worry, sadness and
depression that can accompany a cancer
diagnosis.
Thank you to the donors who supported the
Oncology Psychologist Program Campaign,
which raised more than $300,000 to provide
start-up funds. Many St. John Providence
Oncology physicians were donors including the
physicians of Great Lakes Cancer Management
Specialists, who made the lead gift of $100,000.
A special event was recently held to celebrate
the donors’ generosity.
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Dr. Robert Leonard, President, Great Lakes Cancer Management Specialists;
Dr. Cheryl Wesen, Medical Director of Oncology, St. John Providence East Region
and campaign donor; Peter Cracchiolo, Interim President, St. John Providence
Foundations; Jean Meyer, President and CEO, St. John Providence; and Bob Hoban,
President, SJHMC, at the celebration.
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Your event support helps enrich patient care
Making Miracles Happen: The 2nd annual event in loving
memory of Evelyn “Evie” Thomas Ricci was an Ovation
Yacht Charter Cruise held on Oct. 10, 2015. Proceeds of
$63,460 benefitted the Evelyn Thomas Ricci Fund and the
Mary Ann Van Elslander Neonatal Intensive Care Unit and
Special Care Nursery at St. John Hospital & Medical Center.

Hospice Walk With Me Event: The 13th annual event held
at the Detroit Athletic Club on Nov. 6, 2015, raised $87,760
for adult hospice and pediatric hospice/palliative care
programs available through Reverence Home Health
& Hospice, a service of St. John Providence. Honorary
Co-chairs were Steve and Betsy Fowler and Mary Gunn.
Event Chairs were Courtenay Kotas and Karen Kaurich.

Kate, Jay and J.T. Ricci enjoyed a spectacular evening on the water to
raise funds for SJHMC.

Annual Flew Shot: The 4th annual sporting clay invitational was held on Oct. 30, 2015, at the private Fox Hollow
Farms in Metamora. The sold-out event raised $79,893 to
support the purchase of a Mobile O-Arm Surgical Imaging
Unit at SJHMC. This unit is a multi-dimensional surgical
imaging platform designed for use in spine, orthopedic and
trauma-related surgeries.

Scott Smith, Chief Development Officer, St. John Health Foundation,
and Bob Hoban, President, SJHMC (at each end), congratulate the
winning Flew Shot team (center, l-r): Mike Stines, Jon Cotton and
Sean Cotton (not pictured is Ray Pitera).

Emcee Karen Newman (center) mingles with Scott and Mary Gunn
and Betsy and Steve Fowler after the honorary chairs shared their
hospice experiences with the crowd.

Fontbonne Auxiliary White Christmas Ball: The 62nd
White Christmas Ball, chaired by Amy Danna, was held on
Dec. 11, 2015, at Cobo Center, Detroit. The event honored
Mrs. Nashwa and Dr. Hadi Sawaf and raised $70,000 for the
Child Life Program at SJHMC.

Karen Fox, Amy Danna, Ellen Starks and Teresa Lucido

St. John River District Hospital Dinner Dance: “An
Evening to Share” with a “Night of Raising the Stakes”
casino gaming theme was held at Alexander’s of Marysville
on Jan. 23, 2016. Proceeds of $66,712 supported the
purchase of a new “HUGS” Infant Security System to help
keep the littlest patients safe. Event Co-chairs were Betty
Zweng and Lori Wheeler.
Patrick and Marga Coughlin, Community Leaders of the Year,
with Frank Poma, SJRDH President, and Ronald Thies, MD,
Physician of the Year.
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Thank you to our event sponsors
The sponsors listed below supported the following
events benefitting St. John Providence patients and
community members: Making Miracles Happen (Evelyn
Thomas Ricci event), Flew Shot, Hospice Walk With Me
Event and St. John River District Hospital “A Night to
Remember.” Thank you for your generosity!
Argent Automotive Systems, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Cole Jr.
Concord EMS
DTE Energy
Mr. and Mrs. Brian W. Fannon
Mrs. Barbara C. Fisher
Flagstar Bancorp, Inc.
Hart Medical Equipment
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Hoban
HOUR Detroit
Johnson Controls
JVIS-USA, LLC
Ms. Jane R. Lawrence
Drs. Christopher and Jeanne G. Lewandowski
Mr. Thomas Frantz and Mrs. Patricia Manley
Mayco International, LLC
McKesson Medical-Surgical
Meridian Health Plan
Michigan Head and Spine Institute, PC
Minkin Family Foundation
MSU College of Osteopathic Medicine
Neiman’s Family Market
Northstar Bank
Mr. John Nowicki
Oakland University - School of Nursing
Our Lady of Providence League
Pathology Specialists of Southeast MI, PC
Physician Healthcare Network, PC
PVS Chemicals, Inc.
Raymond James and Associates, Inc.
Semco Energy
Southfield Radiology Associates, PLLC
St. John Hospital & Medical Center
St. John Macomb-Oakland Hospital Medical Staff
St. John Providence Laboratory Services
St. John River District Hospital Medical Staff
TeamHealth Emergency Medicine
Total Health Care
Tri-Hospital EMS
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence S. Vallee
Wolverine Packing Company
Wright and Filippis, Inc.
X-Ray Associates of Port Huron, PC
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ASSOCIATE GIVING
CELEBRATING

CARING, COMPASSION AND CHARITY
Since 2010

34,000
DONORS TO SJP

$2 Billion
In charity care provided through
Ascension in FY2015

$103.2M

10th

Largest employer
in SE Michigan

Value of community programs and charity
care SJP provided to vulnerable persons
in SE Michigan last year

477,773
Patient Days

372,673

Emergency Room Visits

20,927

8,199

Surgical Inpatients

Births

(SJP in FY2015)

TOP Areas Supported at SJP
Medical/Education, Cardiology, Oncology, Pediatrics

$58M

$10M

in the past 5 years

ASSOCIATES & PHYSICIANS

Donations SJP received

Given in 5 years by

3,952

17,857

Since April 2009

SJP family members
donated
in FY2011-2015

Gifts from
SJP family members
in FY2011-2015

SJP associates helped
by the Associate
Hardship Fund

670

For more information or
to make a gift to the Associate and
Physician Annual Giving Campaign,
please call Heidi Crisman at

248-465-4511.
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ST. JOHN PROVIDENCE FOUNDATIONS
Mack Office Building, Suite 102
22101 Moross Road
Detroit, MI 48236

Spirit of Giving is a
publication of St. John
Providence Foundations,
including St. John
Health Foundation and
Providence Health
Foundation.

Our Mission

Editor: Kathy Torick
Designer: Debra Hoban

St. John Providence, as a Catholic health ministry, is committed to providing spiritually
centered, holistic care which sustains and improves the health of individuals in the
communities we serve, with special attention to the poor and vulnerable.

ave the Date...2016 Events
June 6

Providence Health Foundation Golf Classic
Indianwood Golf and Country Club, Lake Orion

June 14

St. John River District Hospital Golf Outing
St. Clair Golf Club, St. Clair

June 25

Climb to Beat Breast Cancer~Mt. LeConte Challenge
Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Gatlinburg, TN

Aug. 15

Sept. 25

“Run for a Reason” 5k Run/Walk & 1 Mile Fun Walk
Hosted by Grosse Pointe Yacht Club, The GUILD and
Fontbonne, at Grosse Pointe Yacht Club

Sept. 28

Fontbonne Auxiliary Fashion Show
The Westin Book Cadillac, Detroit

Dec. 10

Fontbonne Auxiliary White Christmas Ball
The Westin Book Cadillac, Detroit

St. John Macomb-Oakland Hospital Golf Outing
Plum Hollow Golf and Country Club, Southfield

Sept. 21

St. John Medical Staff/GUILD Golf Outing
Lochmoor Club, Grosse Pointe Woods
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If you would like to learn more about giving opportunities at
St. John Providence hospitals and entities, please call 313-343-7480.
www.stjohnprovidence.org/foundation

